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Abstract

Background and objectives Cytokine release syndrome in COVID-19 is due to a
pathological inflammatory response of raised cytokines. Removal of these cytoki-
nes by therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE) prior to end-organ damage may
improve clinical outcomes. This manuscript is intended to serve as a preliminary
guidance document for application of TPE in patients with severe COVID-19.

Material and methods The available literature pertaining to the role of TPE for
treatment of COVID-19 patients was reviewed to guide optimal management. It
included indication, contraindication, optimal timing of initiation and termina-
tion of TPE, vascular access and anticoagulants, numbers and mode of proce-
dures, outcome measures and adverse events.

Results Out of a total of 78 articles, only 65 were directly related to the topic.
From these 65, only 32 were acceptable as primary source, while 33 were used as
supporting references. TPE in critically ill COVID-19 patients may be classified
under ASFA category III grade 2B. The early initiation of TPE for 1–1�5 patient’s
plasma volume with fresh frozen plasma, or 4–5% albumin or COVID-19 conva-
lescent plasma as replacement fluids before multiorgan failure, has better chances
of recovery. The number of procedures can vary from three to nine depending on
patient response.

Conclusion TPE in COVID-19 patients may help by removing toxic cytokines,
viral particles and/or by correcting coagulopathy or restoring endothelial mem-
brane. Severity score (SOFA & APACHE II) and cytokine levels (IL-6, C-reactive
protein) can be used to execute TPE therapy and to monitor response in COVID-
19 patients.
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Introduction

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus type 2

(SARS-CoV-2) was first reported to the World Health

Organization (WHO) on 31 December 2019 and was sub-

sequently declared as a pandemic on 11 March 2020. This

causative SARS-CoV-2 virus is classified under Family

Coronaviridae which is enveloped, spherical shaped virion

with 80–220 nm diameter, containing positive-sense sin-

gle-stranded RNA genome. The disease caused by this

virus is collectively termed as coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID-19), and the viral RNA genome has >90% nucleo-

tide identity with pangolin and bat coronaviruses (CoV),

but only 50% identity to the common cold CoV [1].

Although it may produce less frequent respiratory symp-

toms in infected patients, it can also cause acute respira-

tory distress syndrome (ARDS), multiorgan failure (MOF),

significant coagulopathy and substantial mortality [2,3].

As in severe sepsis, critically ill COVID-19 patients

often die from the host’s maladaptive response rather that

the primary infection. Cytokine release syndrome (CRS) or

cytokine storm, a pathological inflammatory response at

local and systemic levels following infection, is thought

to influence disease severity and mortality [4,5]. CRS was

previously described during the severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus type 1 (SARS-CoV-1) and Middle

East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS) epidemics,

when significantly higher levels of serum cytokines were

observed, which correlated with pulmonary pathology [6–
11]. During SARS-CoV-2 infection, similar phenomena

were observed [12,13] with increased levels of inflamma-

tory cytokines activating T helper type 1 (Th1) and Th2

responses [5]. Although cytotoxic T cells generally assist

in attenuating viral infections, they also accelerate pro-

gression of the systematic inflammatory response in

COVID-19 by increasing circulating CD14+ CD16+ mono-

cytes and interleukin (IL)-6 levels [13].

Critically ill COVID-19 patients have elevated levels of

multiple inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1b, IL-2,

IL-6, IL‑7, IL-8, IL‑10, granulocyte colony‑stimulating fac-

tor, interferon c‑induced protein 10, monocyte chemoat-

tractant protein-1, macrophage inflammatory protein-1a,
tumour necrosis factor-a, and chemokines (e.g. C-C motif

chemokine ligand (CCL)-2, CCL-3, CCL-5) [13]. Lung

epithelial cells produce IL-8, a neutrophil and T-cell

chemoattractant, which encourages pulmonary infiltration

of inflammatory cells [14]. In COVID-19, cytokine levels

(e.g. IL-2R, IL-6) positively correlate with disease severity,

progression, ARDS and mortality [15,16].

Therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE), where patient

plasma is replaced by an iso-oncotic fluid (e.g. donor

plasma, colloid [frequently 4–5% albumin], crystalloid),

was proposed as a potential treatment for CRS. TPE was

previously used in patients with septic shock and MOF

[17,18], and it was also applied as an optional treatment

during SARS-CoV-1, H1N1 influenza and MERS epi-

demics. For example, three cycles of TPE on consecutive

days were associated with improved outcomes in three

critically ill paediatric H1N1 influenza patients with

ARDS and hemodynamic instability [19].

Removing cytokines and blocking the CRS, as early as

possible, before end-organ damage or substantial

endothelial damage has occurred, are currently thought to

provide the best chance for therapeutic benefit [1]. To

date, very few high-quality studies have evaluated TPE in

COVID-19 [20,21]. Considering the lack of standardized

guidelines, the current manuscript can serve as a guid-

ance document for clinicians and transfusion apheresis

professionals regarding using TPE to treat COVID-19

patients especially those with evidence of CRS.

Materials and methods

This document was prepared by a subgroup of the conva-

lescent plasma working group of the International Society

of Blood Transfusion (ISBT), consisting of physicians from

different parts of the world with extensive expertise in

clinical apheresis and critical care. The subgroup devel-

oped and addressed a series of questions related to this

topic using current American Society for Apheresis

(ASFA) guidelines and evidence from peer-reviewed pub-

lications; the latter were identified using PubMed, Science

Direct and Google Scholar. The search terms were

“COVID-19,” “SARS-CoV-2,” “Cytokine Storm,” “Cytokine

Release syndrome,” “Apheresis,” “Plasma Exchange,” and

“Therapeutic Plasma Exchange.”

All identified publications such as case series, case

reports or original studies were included. The inclusion

criteria of publications were directly related to COVID-19

and TPE therapy, and they included all outcome of inter-

est such as mortality, length of hospital or ICU stay, or

requirement of mechanical ventilation after treatment.

Literature search on other infectious diseases or previous

viral outbreaks in which TPE had partial or proven
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beneficial effect was performed. Data collection table was

designed according to the purpose of the study. It

included (1) study characteristics (year and country of

publication, type of publication, patient population, num-

ber of TPE performed, type of replacement fluid and anti-

coagulant used), (2) quality assessment and (3) outcome

(mortality, detachment from mechanical ventilation,

length of hospital and ICU stay). One author extracted

data from all searched manuscripts to data collection

table and assessed the quality of each study. Remaining

group of authors evaluated the searched publications and

validated the extracted data.

Discussion points were cross-referenced based on avail-

able data to prepare the objective variables of this study.

These variables of TPE demarcated from data extractions

were indication and contraindication, optimal time to

start and stop the procedure, choice of vascular access

and anticoagulants, mode of therapy, outcome measure(s)

to determine the number of procedures, and possible

adverse events.

Results

The literature search identified 78 potential articles. Of

these, only 65 were directly related to COVID-19, CRS or

TPE, and the remaining 13 were excluded because they

were not directly related to the topic. Of the 65 selected

manuscripts, 32 were considered acceptable as primary

source material, while the remaining 33 were considered

supporting references because they related to other septic

diseases, reply letters to previous articles, and pre-trial

protocols (Fig. 1).

From all, selected manuscripts were summarized:

(1) American Society for Apheresis (ASFA) Guidelines:

As per ASFA-2019 guidelines [22], TPE for patients

with infections and MOF due to various causes falls

under Category III Grade 2B, meaning that the opti-

mum role of apheresis therapy in treating these

patients is not established, and that the current mod-

erate quality of peer-reviewed evidence only supports

an overall weak recommendation for this approach.

Therefore, using TPE for COVID-19 patients with MOF

may also be considered under this category.

(2) Indications: Studies of TPE in septic patients with

MOF, due to pathogens other than SARS-CoV-2, sug-

gested that TPE can help to restore hemodynamic sta-

bility [23,24]. It has been applied in a small case

series of 3 severe to critically ill COVID-19 patients

when they begin to exhibit thrombocytopenia, ele-

vated levels of C-reactive protein and lactate dehy-

drogenase, and an increased neutrophil/lymphocyte

ratio, along with deteriorating oxygenation that

might require high flow nasal oxygen or mechanical

ventilation and/or exhibiting initial signs of shock or

MOF [12]. For example, an expert panel from the

National Clinical Research Centre for Infectious Dis-

eases in China suggests that blood purification ther-

apy, artificial liver support system (ALSS), may be

indicated for COVID-19 patients when pro-inflamma-

tory cytokines (e.g. IL-6) are more than 5 times the

normal value or have doubled in 24 h along with

>10% lung involvement by pulmonary imaging [24].

(3) Contraindications: Although there are no absolute

contraindications for TPE in COVID-19, patients who

may be at higher risk for complications include those

who are coagulopathic (e.g. with disseminated

intravascular coagulation or receiving anticoagu-

lants), severely haemodynamically unstable (or unable

to tolerate significant fluid shifts), unable to tolerate

central line placement, allergic to donor plasma or

albumin, severely hypocalcaemic, or who received

angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors within the

last 24 h.

(4) Optimal Time to Initiate Therapy: Owing to the

short half-life of pro-inflammatory cytokines, early

initiation of TPE was suggested for patients with sev-

ere COVID-19, especially for those exhibiting symp-

toms of MOF and ARDS. However, waiting until

specific markers of MOF and ARDS are present may

limit efficacy [18]. Nonetheless, some case reports and

case series reported that TPE at 2–20 days after PCR

positivity for SARS-CoV-2 improved clinical parame-

ters, including PaO2/FiO2, extubation rates, C-reactive

protein levels, neutrophil/lymphocyte ratios, and all-

cause mortality at 14 and 28 days [12,25–29]. Various
healthcare scoring systems (e.g. Acute Physiology and

Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE), Age, PaO2/

FIO2, and Plateau Pressure Score (APPS), Sequential

Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA), Paediatric Logistic

Organ Dysfunction (PELOD), Organ Failure Index

(OFI)) were devised to help predict patient outcomes

and drive clinical decisions; they have been variably

used in assessing COVID-19 patients [30–32]. For

example, in one study, eight patients with maximum

SOFA scores were treated with TPE, and changes in

the SOFA score correlated well with CRS patient out-

comes, suggesting that changes in SOFA scores, and

potentially other scoring systems, could help predict

outcomes in COVID-19 patients [33].

(5) Mode of Therapy: TPE can be performed alone or in

conjunction with other blood purification modalities,

including column immunoadsorption, double volume

plasma filtrations, continuous plasma filtration and

adsorption, multi-filtration systems, continuous veno-

venous haemofiltration, slow continuous
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ultrafiltration, artificial liver plasma exchange,

adsorption, and perfusion [12,34]. Additional treat-

ment options (e.g. immunoglobulins [35], corticos-

teroids [36], IL-6 receptor inhibitor tocilizumab [37],

alpha adrenergic receptor antagonists [38]) have also

been considered with variable success to date. As

such, this article focuses mainly on the use of TPE in

isolation.

(6) Vascular access: Although vascular access for TPE

can be peripheral or central, central venous access is

preferred, especially for patients with severe disease

admitted to an intensive care unit and receiving mul-

tiple procedures. Ultrasound-guided insertion, prefer-

ably of a double lumen dialysis central venous

femoral or jugular catheter, is recommended to reduce

the risk of vascular damage and infection risk to

medical staff by limiting the number of insertion

attempts [34].

(7) Anticoagulation: Due to its safety and efficacy, Acid

Citrate Dextrose formula-A (ACD-A) is the recom-

mended anticoagulant for TPE [39]. Citrate anticoagu-

lation has also been suggested in septic patients with

MOF due to its potential immunosuppressive role

[40]; however, it can induce hypocalcaemia, as 1-

1�8 mg/kg/min of a citrate infusion reduces ionized

calcium by 25–35% [41]. Because infused citrate is

mainly metabolized by the liver and kidneys,

hypocalcaemia occurs more frequently in patients

with liver or renal dysfunction. To prevent severe

hypocalcaemia during TPE, oral or intravenous cal-

cium supplementation, or combined citrate-heparin

anticoagulation are recommended. Despite undesir-

able side-effects (e.g. bleeding, thrombocytopenia,

osteoporosis), heparin alone may be considered in

selected patients with contraindications to citrate

infusion, including those with hypoxemia, insufficient

Fig. 1 Literature search strategy. CRS, Cytokine Release Syndrome; TPE, Therapeutic Plasma Exchange; WHO, World Health Organization; SARS, Severe

Acute Respiratory Syndrome; MERS, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome; MOF, Multiorgan Failure; US-FDA, United States Food and Drug Administration.

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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tissue perfusion, severe liver or renal dysfunction, or

receiving long duration TPE or LDL apheresi s [42].

(8) Replacement Fluid: Due to the haemodynamic fragi-

lity of COVID-19 patients, the use of iso-oncotic

replacement solutions is recommended (e.g. fresh fro-

zen plasma (FFP), normal saline, or 4–5% albumin;

separately or in combination) [43]. Although albumin

and saline avoid donor exposure risks, their excessive

use can increase risks of bleeding or thrombosis by

depleting coagulation proteins [44]. Due to the throm-

botic diathesis in COVID-19 [43], FFP may be pre-

ferred as it has been shown to replenish levels of

antithrombin III, protein C, protein S, and tissue plas-

minogen inhibitor [44]. When all three types of

replacement fluid are used together, it is preferable to

end the TPE procedure with FFP to help restore pre-

treatment levels of fibrinogen and other coagulation

factors. Also, COVID-19 convalescent plasma (CCP) as

a replacement fluid has been considered for critically

ill patients because it can possibly add (neutralizing)

anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in addition to restore the

dysregulated coagulation [45,46].

(9) Exchange Volume: Exchanging 1–1�5 of the patient’s

plasma volume is recommended, as ~65% of an

intravascularly present toxic substance (i.e. an “ideal

solute”) is removed in this way. Plasma volume can

be calculated by the patient’s total blood volume

(TBV) and haematocrit (Hct) using formula:

TBV = (~70 ml/kg) 9 (1 – Hct/100) [47]. In one case

series of three severe COVID-19 patients, all 3

patients improved in oxygenation, CRP and IL6 levels

following a single TPE procedure using 3L of FFP

[12]; however, when FFP is scarce, a minimum of 2L

is suggested [34].

(10)Using Outcome Measures to Determine the Total

Number of TPE Procedures: The expected outcome

from TPE is improvement in those parameters that led

to the initiation of TPE, including amelioration of

CRS. In some studies, patient outcomes improved

after only one TPE procedure [12,27,29]; however,

others used three to nine procedures to yield the

desired effects [25–29,35,48,49].
(11)Adverse events: In COVID-19 patients, all commonly

known adverse events (AEs) of TPE can occur, includ-

ing allergic reactions, hypocalcaemia and hypomag-

nesemia due to citrate, hypotension, arrhythmias,

sensations of cold with temporarily elevated tempera-

ture, and vasovagal reactions [22]. Most AEs are mild

and transient, although severe and potentially life-

threatening symptoms can occur, especially in criti-

cally ill patients (e.g. shock, severe hypotension

requiring pressor drugs, persistent arrhythmias,

haemolysis) [50]. In a pilot study, acute kidney injury

and pulmonary embolism occurred in 10% and 20%

of critically ill COVID-19 patients, respectively [51].

In addition to pro-inflammatory cytokines, TPE also

removes other plasma proteins, such as coagulation

factors and immunoglobulins. Although a short

course of TPE is unlikely to produce immunodefi-

ciency, there is evidence that TPE might, at least tem-

porarily, negatively affect the adaptive immune

system (especially T-cell) homeostasis [50,52]. Moni-

toring the patient’s haemostasis parameters especially

if FFP and/or CCP are not used as replacement fluids

can mitigate additional haemorrhagic and thrombotic

risks. Finally, TPE influences coagulation parameters

in patients receiving therapeutic anticoagulation;

thus, anti-Xa levels may decrease while partial

thromboplastin and prothrombin times may increase,

which might lead to mild risks of bleeding or throm-

bosis [53].

Discussion

In view of the global increase in the number of critically

ill COVID-19 patients, clinicians have tried many experi-

mental therapies. ASFA guidelines suggest TPE as a sup-

portive therapy in patients with sepsis and MOF.

Therefore, based on its pathophysiology and disease

course, using TPE for COVID-19 patients may be consid-

ered; nonetheless, high-level evidence is still needed. Four

mechanisms were proposed supporting the role of TPE to

help modify the course of COVID-19 and ameliorate end-

organ damage. The first is the removal of toxic sub-

stances with suppression of CRS [22]; the second suggests

that double filtration TPE removes 60–140 nm viral parti-

cles [54]; the third proposes that TPE can correct the

coagulopathy in COVID-19 patients when using FFP as a

replacement fluid [55]; and the fourth hypothesizes that

TPE provides factors that stabilize and restore endothelial

membranes [1].

The current contribution, based on available peer-re-

viewed publications, is intended to guide clinicians and

transfusion apheresis professionals on using TPE in

COVID-19. Because high-level evidence is still lacking,

we strongly support monitoring these patients within the

context of clinical studies, ideally prospective randomized

controlled trials, whenever possible. Suggested initiation

and target levels of severity scores and cytokines for

these studies are outlined in Table 1, based on severity

criteria for CRS and other previous case reports and case

series [56]. Assessing all parameters may not be necessary

to start or stop the TPE procedures; single or multiple

combinations of these parameters can be used to assess

eligibility for TPE and subsequent responses. At this time,

we cannot endorse one parameter over another; however,
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we do encourage using these tools to help identify and

report on COVID-19 patients who would benefit most

from TPE.

The number of procedures for COVID-19 patients can

be decided based on the reduction or maintenance of pro-

inflammatory cytokine levels [57], organ severity scores,

and/or improvement in respiratory function [12] follow-

ing TPE. For example, a greater than 2-fold reduction in

IL-6 levels, as compared to pre-treatment values, or nor-

mal IL-6 levels for 3 consecutive days, or blood lactate

levels below 2 mmol/L for 3 days, or CRP levels <50 mg/

L [57]. Improved respiratory function can be assessed by

a decrease or cessation of the need for supplementary

oxygen or mechanical ventilation, and/or pulmonary

imaging demonstrating reduction of pulmonary lesion

area by >30% as compared to earlier imaging [34]. Others

also suggested normalization of heart rate and/or body

temperature as potential endpoints [21,34]. The number

of procedures can also be determined on a case-by-case

basis using at least one parameter in Table 1 as a key

indicator to guide therapy.

Multiple pros and cons should be considered regarding

using TPE in COVID-19 patients (Table 2). One critical con-

sideration is the high cost, which limits using TPE as a pri-

mary treatment, particularly in low- and middle-income

countries (LMIC), especially when more affordable thera-

pies (e.g. dexamethasone) might be readily available.

Another concern is that the efficacy of TPE for CRS is

questionable because of the short half-life and rapid activ-

ity of cytokines [58]; thus, therapies blocking cytokine

action (e.g. receptor antagonists) might be more effective

than intermittent cytokine removal by TPE [59]. A third

consideration is decontamination and local restrictions

after use of apheresis equipment after apheresis procedures

in highly contagious patients. Also, the personal safety of

the apheresis operator is of importance [60].

The choice of replacement fluid is also another impor-

tant consideration for TPE. For example, albumin and/or

saline alone can worsen the coagulopathy. However,

using FFP alone is also challenging due to its geographi-

cally variable risk of transfusion-transmitted infections

and transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI) depen-

dent on the country’s TRALI mitigation strategies and a

relatively limited, type-specific blood supply, particularly

because the pandemic has affected blood centres’ collec-

tion abilities worldwide [61,62]. Solvent-detergent-treated

plasma or pathogen-inactivated plasma could overcome

these challenges, but this method may not be available in

all countries. However, using albumin at the beginning of

TPE, followed by FFP towards the end of the procedure,

can mitigate these issues. The exact volume of FFP to use

can be determined based on the patient’s coagulation

parameters. Although in limited supply, CCP, which con-

tains neutralizing antibodies, can also be used as a

replacement fluid, again preferably at the end of proce-

dure, because it can supply both coagulation factors and

virus-neutralizing antibodies [63]. Another option is to

use albumin and FFP in a 1:1 ratio, substituting CCP

towards the end of last TPE procedure, if available.

Recently, the United States’ FDA provided emergency

use authorization (EUA) for TPE therapy with the Spectra

Optia Apheresis system, along with the Marker Therapeu-

tics’ Depuro D2000 adsorption cartridge, for treating adult

COVID-19 patients admitted to an ICU with confirmed or

imminent respiratory failure [64]. According to the manu-

facturers’ press release, the disposable column is intended

Table 1 Critical levels and proposed target levels of various parameters for TPE in COVID-19.

Parameters Levels to initiate TPE Target levels after TPE

SOFA score [31] ≥3 ≤2

APACHE II score [30] ≥17 <17
PiO2/FiO2 [56] <150 ≥150

Oxygen saturation [12] ≤93% ≥98%

Respiratory rate [12] >30/Min <20/min

Lymphocyte Count (1�1–3�2 9 109/L) [56] ≤0�6 >1�1
Neutrophil–lymphocyte ratio (NLR) [66] ≥3�3 <3�3
C-reactive protein (10–50 mg/L) [56,57] ≥100 at presentation, or

≥50 and doubled in past 48 h

<50

Lactate dehydrogenase (100–190 U/L) [56] ≥250 <250
Ferritin

(23–336 µg/ml) [56]

≥600 at presentation

≥300 and doubled in past 24 h

<300

D-dimer (<1 µg/ml) [56] ≥1 <1
IL-6 (1–7 pg/ml) [56] ≥30 <30
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to reduce inflammatory cytokines and other inflammatory

mediators [65]. It has shown some initial promise in treat-

ing patients with ARDS, pneumonia, liver failure and sep-

sis; in addition, at least one clinical trial is underway

(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04358003). Nonetheless,

the clinical efficacy of this adsorption cartridge for treat-

ing COVID-19 patients is still unknown.

Limitations

This guidance document has several limitations, the pri-

mary one being the lack of high-level evidence based

on prospective randomized controlled trials. Presently,

no such trials of TPE in COVID-19 have been pub-

lished. In contrast, most of the cited publications were

individual case reports, or small case series, or were

derived from related, but non-COVID-19 sources. This

preliminary guidance document also includes reference

statements from other diseases or previous viral out-

breaks in which the optimum role of apheresis therapy

is not established, like SARS-CoV-1, H1N1 infection

and MERS infection. It is worthwhile to note that this

guidance provided herein comprised only 42 COVID-19

patients in total, which is far from ideal (Fig. 1). Fortu-

nately, this research field is very active, and additional

studies are underway. This preliminary guidance should

be reviewed and updated based on future accumulating

evidence.

Conclusions

Several encouraging experimental therapies are emerging

for COVID-19, but there is currently no definitive cure.

Based on general apheresis practice and results of TPE

in patients with COVID-19 compatible disease, it is rea-

sonable to consider TPE as a potential option to treat

critically ill COVID-19 patients with CRS and it may

help in reducing mortality. Therapy can be initiated, and

outcome determined using the critical and target levels

of multiple parameters described herein. Because the

safety and efficacy of TPE are uncertain in haemody-

namically unstable and critically ill COVID-19 patients,

the use of this therapy should be considered on an indi-

vidual basis. Nonetheless, it would be best to evaluate

the use of TPE alone, or in combination with other ther-

apies, for COVID-19 patients within the context of

prospective, randomized controlled clinical trials. This

approach may yield fruitful results by saving lives and

paving the way for future consideration of TPE in simi-

lar diseases.

Table 2 Pros and Cons of TPE procedure in COVID-19.

Pros Cons

Studies from other causes of CRS suggesting a potential role of TPE in

sepsis

Current level of moderate–high quality of peer-reviewed evidence only

supports a weak recommendation for TPE in COVID-19

Likely effective in early stage of illness to reduce severity or prevent

MODS progression

Expensive, time- and resource-intensive procedure not readily available

everywhere, especially in rural settings and LMIC. Patients must be

triaged to determine who will most likely benefit

No absolute contraindications for usage, procedure can be ended

successfully at any time, if needed

Adverse events of TPE (e.g. citrate toxicity, hypotension) may

contribute to haemodynamic instability

Can be used as an adjunctive therapy with other drugs Removing patient’s neutralizing antibodies or therapeutic drugs during

TPE can possibly delay recovery or reduce therapeutic benefit

Can directly remove 60-140nm viral particles This is only beneficial for removing

intravascular free viral particles, although viraemia is minimal-absent

in COVID-19

FFP as a replacement fluid is helpful in coagulopathy. Pathogen-

inactivated FFP may provide additional safety.

Using albumin or saline as a replacement fluid can increase risk of

coagulopathy.

The use of FFP alone may increase risk of complications, including

transfusion reactions

Using CCP towards the end of the TPE procedure can provide patients

with neutralizing antibodies

May affect FFP and CCP inventory, based on local supply and volume

used.

Operators need appropriate training for personal protective equipment

(PPE) donning and doffing.

Instruments require decontamination if used for COVID patients or

requirement of dedicated apheresis instrument for treatment of

COVID-19 patients.
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